Miami Mayor Tomas Regalado presents Certificate Recognizing Henry Rodriguez
th

The City of Miami paid tribute April 30 to Pinecrest resident Henry Rodriguez of Municipal
Claims Management Services at Miami City Hall. Mayor Thomas Regalado presented Mr.
Rodriguez with a certificate honoring him not only for his commitment to fair insurance practices
and disputed claims resolutions but for spending countless hours to elevate the quality of life not
only for the citizens of the City of Miami but for all of South Florida.
Henry Rodriguez has taken the fight for insurance legislation that protects the insured to
Tallahassee numerous times. Believing in being pro active, Municipal Claims Management
provides municipalities, home owner associations and individuals with advice on hurricane and
insurance preparedness. In the event of a storm his close ties to FEMA, HUD, insurance
companies and community organizations put him in a unique position to help residents put their
lives back together after a catastrophic event.
After hurricane Sandy devastated areas of New York and New Jersey Mr. Rodriguez’s presence
was requested by the Coalition of Hope’s CEO to come and help evaluate the damages. Well
versed with the effects of mold on people’s health and property he immediately met with
community leaders, politicians, and government officials to get a handle on the problem. This
effort helped lead to the allocation of approximately a billion dollars in funding for mold and
related issues in the states affected.
Honored as he is to be recognized for excellence in his past work, with forecasters predicting 18
named storms during the 2013 hurricane season, which falls between June 1 and Nov. 30. Nine
of those are expected to become hurricanes and four of those major hurricanes (Saffir/Simpson
category 3-4-5) with sustained winds of 111 mph or greater. Henry Rodriguez is preparing for the
future.

